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Next-Generation Applications



Core Workloads Powering These Applications

SLAM



Challenges of Next-Generation Workloads

 Complex Pipelines

 Computation Intensive

(1,000 positions per second

- 60 images per second)

 Tight Real-Time Requirements

 => Demands for Higher Performance

 Often Run on Battery-Powered Mobile Devices

 Extremely limited energy budget

 e.g., Google Tango runs out of battery within 40 minutes

 => Demand for Lower-Energy Consumption



Moore’s Law Always Came to the Rescue



Moore’s Law Always Came to the Rescue

Moore’s Law

Is Ending



It was helped by Dennard scaling

 Even smaller transistors have constant power density

 Power use is proportional to area

 Voltage and current scale with length



But this too has come to an end!

 It only took into 

account dynamic 

power 

(proportional to 

the square of the 

frquency)

 Need to take into 

account leakage 

currents



Computer Architecture Techniques to the Rescue!

 As Transistor Feature Size Shrink Below 90 nm

 Static power, instead of dynamic power, becomes the dominant 

part of overall power consumption

 This enables a few architectural techniques to simultaneously 

bring Performance Gain and Energy Saving
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Basic thesis

 Acceleration techniques are expensive

 Power

 Energy

 Chip resources (i.e., real estate)

 When does an expensive technique become inexpensive?  Is 
there a crossover point in technology?  (e.g., IBM 360/91 
pipelining)



Two Cases in Point

 Technique 1: Partial reconfiguration (Computation Side)

 Question: Can partial reconfiguration techniques be used 
to reduce FPGA energy consumption?

 Technique 2: Prefetching (Memory Side)

 Prefetching has been proven to be an effective performance 
improvement technique

 Questions: Under what conditions can this technique be 
used to achieve energy efficiency?  What about clock 
gating?



Introduction

 Reconfigurable Systems (FPGA): 

 Advantage: Ability to reconfigure hardware at run-time

 Chip Area Time Sharing

 Multiple hardware modules

 Single hardware module + reconfiguration

 e.g., media codecs on mobile systems

 Key Question: can Partial Reconfiguration be used to reduce 
FPGA energy consumption ?

 Ability to accelerate

 Reconfiguration energy overhead

 Reconfiguration performance impact



Questions to be answered

 Does acceleration hardware also lead to energy reduction as 

a result of the execution time reduction? 

 Under what conditions will partial reconfiguration reduce 

energy consumption in reconfigurable systems? 

 Under what conditions will partial reconfiguration energy 

management techniques outperform other techniques such 

as clock gating? 

 Can we find solutions to minimize the configuration energy 
overhead?

 Can we develop an analytical model to predict energy cost?



Power Management

 Two main sources of power consumption

 Static power occurs as a result of leakage current

 Dynamic power is expended when devices switch

 Static Power Consumption

 Depends on the values of the configuration bits (Tuan et al).  

 Depends on the polarity of the inputs and outputs (Anderson et al.)

 Dynamic Power Consumption 

 Clock distribution: up to 22% of overall power consumption (Wang et al.)

 Existing Techniques

 Clock gating can lead to an average13.5% power reduction (Wang et al.)  

 Clock scaling can lead to 8% power saving (Paulsson et al.) 

 Supply gating switches on/off the power supply to regions (bucket)

 Focus on energy reduction techniques that can be applied to existing FPGAs

 Study the potential of partial reconfiguration to reduce energy 

 Compare partial reconfiguration to clock gating 



Fast Configuration

 Runtime Partial Reconfiguration (PR) 

 Reconfigure certain portions at runtime without influencing other parts 

 Allow optimized hardware implementation to accelerate computation

 Allow efficient use of chip area

 Allow leakage and clock distribution power saving

 Reconfiguration speed and energy consumption is critical

 DMA to directly transfer configuration data to ICAP (Internal 

Configuration Access Port)

 82 Mbytes/s ICAP throughput using this approach (Liu et al.) 

 295 Mbytes/s on the Virtex-4 chip (Claus et al.)       

 Ideal ICAP throughput is 400 Mbytes/s

 Propose a DMA engine design to approach this ideal throughput 

 Study how the configuration throughput affects the energy reduction 

potential of Partial Reconfiguration techniques



FPGA Architecture

 Two-layer architecture

 First layer: building blocks

− Logic blocks, block RAMs, IO blocks, wiring resources

 Second layer: configuration logics

− Configuration memory, configuration control logics



eMIPS: Extensible MIPS

 Dynamically extensible architecture  

 Reconfigurable hardware extensions

 eMIPS system ported on a Xilinx Virtex-4 chip

TISA = Trusted ISA



eMIPS: Extensible MIPS

 Extensions 

 Accelerate applications

 Implement plug-and-play peripherals

 Monitor and model check of applications

 Debug application software

 Study of the application mmldiv64

 64-bit operation

 2X Speed-up



Can AccelerationHardware Lead to Energy Reduction?

 Eprah : energy consumption with reconfigurable acceleration hardware 

 Ebl : energy consumption of the baseline design

 Pprah : power consumption of the design with the acceleration hardware 

 Pbl.: baseline power 

 tprah : the execution time of the design with the acceleration hardware 

 tbl : baseline execution time

 SU: speedup, ratio of  tbl over tprah

 PU: “power-up,” ratio of Pprah over Pbl
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Can Run-Time Partial Reconfiguration Lead to 

Energy Saving?

 Epr : energy consumption of partial reconfiguration

 Esaving : resulting energy saving by unloading the acceleration 
hardware

 Ppr: partial reconfiguration power consumption 

 tpr: time taken for partial reconfiguration

 Pext: power consumption of the hardware accelerator

 Tinactive: time during which the acceleration hardware is not being 
used
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Can Run-Time PR Outperform Clock Gating?

 Esaving-cg: energy saving as a result of the clock gating technique

 Pstatic: static power

 Pclock: dynamic power consumed by the clock distribution 
network

 Pext: sum of the static power Pstatic and the clock power Pclock

 TICAP: lower bound of ICAP throughput that is necessary for the 
runtime partial reconfiguration technique to produce more 
energy reduction than the clock gating technique
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Observation

 If the PR technique is to reduce energy consumption, 

the key is the configuration data transfer throughput 

to the ICAP

 Need to design a fast reconfiguration engine



Fast Reconfiguration Engine

 Original eMIPS Design:  the ICAP transfer throughput is 

only 318Kbytes/s

• No direct connection 

between SRAM Bridge 

and ICAP



Faster Reconfiguration Engine

 DMA Engine

− Increases the ICAP throughput to about 50 Mbytes/s



Fastest Reconfiguration Engine

 DMA Engine + FIFO (simplified handshaking)
− +FIFO: ICAP throughput  = 100 Mbytes/s.

− +Burst Mode: ICAP throughput >395 Mbytes/s



ICAP - DMA Area Overhead

Compared to TISA (static part of eMIPS):

• 2.63% of slices

• 3.23% of slice FFs

• 1.9% of 4-input LUTs

Reconfiguration 

Engine TISA Overhead

Number of Slices 274 10416 2.63%

Number of Slice FFs 336 10398 3.23%

Number of 4-input 

LUTs 367 19335 1.90%



Experimental Setup

 Tap into the 1.2 V core power supply rail on the ML401 board

 Place a 33 mOhm shunt resistor on the supply rail and measure 
the voltage drop across the shunt resistor with a multimeter.  

 From the voltage drop, derive the current flowing into the 
Virtex-4 FPGA chip

 A separate ammeter measures the overall power to the entire 
board

 The timer embedded in eMIPS measures the program 
execution time

 All experiments are repeated five times and an average is 
taken



Energy Reduction by Hardware Acceleration

 Baseline: execute on the MIPS pipeline only, without extension

 Baseline + ext: accelerate 64-bit division operations on the extension and 
execute other instructions on the MIPS pipeline

 The x-axis represents the 64-bit division workload

 The y-axis shows the chip energy consumption  

 The acceleration extension almost always leads to energy reduction

Note: extension

always loaded



Energy Reduction by Hardware Acceleration

 PU is constant

 SU increases with the workload

 Three factors lead to energy reduction:

 Ability to accelerate program execution

 Fraction of the program that can be accelerated (8% is break even)

 Amount of extra power needed wrt baseline

div64_op SU PU PU/SU E delta (J)

0 1.000 1.050 1.050 -0.172

1 1.000 1.050 1.050 -0.172

10 1.001 1.050 1.049 -0.170

100 1.006 1.050 1.044 -0.148

1000 1.053 1.050 0.997 0.046

10000 1.352 1.050 0.777 2.026

Note: extension

always loaded



Energy Reduction Techniques (reminder)

 Partial Reconfiguration (PR)
 Reduces static power

 Possible significant energy overhead (high reconfiguration time)

 Energy is reduced when:
− Execution can be accelerated

− Significant fraction can be accelerated

− Amount of extra power needed is below a certain threshold

 Clock Gating (CG)
 Shuts down the clock network in the accelerator

 Eliminates dynamic power

 Negligible overhead (2 cycles to complete)

 Side-by-side Comparison:
 Concentrated operations

 Spreadout operations



Runtime Partial Reconfiguration for Energy Reduction 

 Different program behaviors

− Best Case: all 64-bit operations are concentrated in one time interval 

(minimal overhead because little reconfiguration takes place)

− Worst Case: interleaving between normal and 64-bit division operations



Partial Runtime Reconfiguration

 Scenario 1: reconfigure twice only (once to load and once to unload)

 Baseline: chip with accelerator always loaded

 Methodology: fix the amount of 64-bit workload ~0.5 sec, increase 32-bit workload, 

(each unit = ~ 2.5 sec)



Runtime Reconfiguration for Energy Reduction

 A 100-iteration loop, in each iteration:

 Fix 64-bit workload to 10 operations; execution 5 ms

 Adjust 32-bit workload: see t_inactive in the table

 CG always effective due to negligible overhead

 PR brings some energy reduction even in fine-grained workload

T_inactive (s) PR50 (J) PR400 (J) CG (J) PR50 – CG (J) PR400 – CG (J)

0 -0.255 -0.032 0.000 -0.255 -0.032

0.000005 -0.254 -0.032 0.000 -0.255 -0.032

0.0005 -0.253 -0.031 0.001 -0.254 -0.032

0.005 -0.239 -0.017 0.010 -0.249 -0.027

0.05 -0.099 0.123 0.104 -0.203 0.020

0.5 1.303 1.525 1.038 0.265 0.487

5 15.315 15.538 10.380 4.935 5.158



Observations

 If the ICAP throughput is 318 KB/s, then it is not worthwhile to 
use PR because it consumes more energy than just leaving the 
accelerator on the whole time

 As the non-extension workload increases, the energy reduction 
brought by both PR and CG techniques increases

 The high-throughput PR techniques resulted in more energy 
reduction than CG because PR techniques reduced both static 
and dynamic power



PR and CG

 CG is an effective fine-grain technique

 PR should be used for long periods of inactivity

 ICAP throughput is critical:

 E.g., 400 MBps ICAP  PR gives energy reduction if non 

extension workload is more than 9.1ms in duration

 50 MBps 72.8 ms

 318 KBps 11.7 s 



PR Energy Reduction with hard fabric TISA (extrapolation)

 When the 64-bit division workload is small, the energy 

consumption of the design with accelerator is much higher than 

that of the baseline (no ext)

 With CG and PR (400 Mbytes/s ICAP throughput), we can 

accelerate program execution and at the same time reduce energy 

consumption

 Furthermore, PR is capable of more energy reduction than CG



Points to remember

 Accelerator can compensate for the extra power consumption and lead to energy 

efficiency when

 Partial reconfiguration can be applied to reduce chip energy consumption if

 Clock gating is better than partial reconfiguration provided that

 Partial reconfiguration is most effective when

 The accelerator consumes a significant fraction of the system power,

 Reconfiguration can be made to be fast, and 

 The accelerator is applied to larger pieces of the code
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Discussion

 Extra power to use an accelerator, depending on the accelerator’s ability to accelerate 

the program execution actual energy reduction. 

 Worthwhile to use partial reconfiguration to reduce chip energy consumption

 If energy reduction can make up for energy overhead during reconfiguration

 Key to minimize the energy overhead during the reconfiguration is maximize 

configuration speed

 Clock gating is an effective technique in reducing energy consumption 

 Negligible overhead; 

 Reduces only dynamic power whereas PR reduces both dynamic and static power.  

 Ability to extrapolate

 Indicate that partial reconfiguration is even more beneficial when the accelerator 

consumes a significant fraction of the system power.  

 By using partial reconfiguration to reduce the power consumption of the accelerator 

when it is inactive, we can accelerate program execution and at the same time 

reduce the overall energy consumption by half.  



Two Cases in Point

 Technique 1: Partial reconfiguration (Computation Side)

 Question: can partial reconfiguration techniques be used to 
reduce FPGA energy consumption?

 Technique 2: Prefetching (Memory Side)

 Prefetching has been proven to be an effective performance 
improvement technique

 Question: under what conditions can this technique be used 
to achieve energy efficiency?  



Data Prefetching

 Basic characteristics
 Latency-tolerance

 One level or all of the cache hierarchy

 Hardware or software implementation

 Prefetching is a heavy energy consumer
 More memory accesses

 Resource contention

 Embedded mobile systems
 Limited energy budget

 High-performance requirements

 Energy Efficiency is the most important concern in

mobile embedded system design.

 Can prefetching in embedded mobile systems be energy-

efficient?



Possible prefetchers

 Sequential: prefetch current demanded block

 Stride-based: detect the stride pattern

 Stream: capture sequences of nearby misses when their 

addresses follow the same direction within a memory 

region

 Correlated

 Global History Buffer (tracks most recent)

 Local History Buffer (tracks multiple accesses by one PC)



Hardware Prefetchers

 P1: access map pattern matching prefetcher (to profile 

previous accesses)

 P2: exploits various localities

 P3: multi-level prefetching framework

 P4: combination of Reference Prediction Tables and Delta 

correlating design

 P5: hybrid stride/sequential prefetching

 P6: combination of Global History Buffer (GHB) and Local 

History Buffer (LHB)



Prefetching parameters 

• Lower level means higher accuracy

• Higher level hides latency due to o/o execution

• Demand is a request from a higher level

cache 

hierarchy

prefetching

degree trigger L1 trigger L2

P1 L1 & L2 Dynamic Miss Access

P2 L1 & L2 Static Miss Access

P3 L1 & L2 Dynamic Miss Miss

P4 L2 Static N/A Miss

P5 L1 & L2 Dynamic Miss Miss

P6 L2 Static N/A Access



Embedded Mobile Systems Benchmarks

 XML data processing (with 3 different data sets)

 Xerces-C++ SAX 

 Xerces-C++ DOM

 MediaBenchII (multimedia and entertainment workloads)

 JPGE2000 Encode

 JPGE2000 Decode

 H.264 Encode

 H.264 Decode

 PARSEC (computation intensive and data mining)

 Fluidanimate

 Freqmine



Simulation (Performance Evaluation)

 CMP$IM (binary-instrumentation-based cache simulator)

Simulation parameters



Simulation (Simple Model of Energy Consumption)

 Energy consumption evaluation with CACTI

E = E static + E dynamic = Pstatic * t  +  nm * Em

 nm = number of read/write accesses

 Em = Energy dissipated on the bus and the memory subsystem      

for each memory access

Hardware prefetcher implemented as a set of hardware tables:

 4,096 GHB

 25,600 LHB

 32 32-bit prefetch cache buffers

 33 mW static power

 Each R/W access to GHB  0.017nJ



Implementation feasibility

 P3 implementation on Spartan-3 FPGA board
 Worst case scenario (6 components)

 Prefetching at both cache levels 

 Dynamic prefetching techniques

 Design in Verilog

 Power consumption analysis with Xpower Analyzer 

 Total power consumption 32.6 mW (10.5 mW if shared clock)



Power consumption 

 Clock is the highest power consumer (68%)

 Signals are next (26%)

 DCM and Logic (3% each)

Note: average of eight benchmarks accelerated by six prefetchers (total of 48)

68%

26%

3% 3%

Clocks     0.0222 W

Signals     0.0084 W

Logic     0.0001 W

DCM     0.0001 W



Hardware Cost and Power Consumption

# FF # LUTs Power (mW)

eMIPS 17,055 26,106 356.36

Prefetcher p3 582 1,005 32.6

 3% power consumption overhead

 eMIPS is a simple processor

 Small actual power consumption

Note: The results were derived by an FPGA implementation



Prefetcher Performance

 Prefetching delivers a 5% performance improvement on 

average



Energy Efficiency - 90nm technology

 Overall energy consumption increases for most prefetchers
(increases with aggressiveness)

 P2 and P3 are most energy-efficient

 Only  conservative prefetcher P4 is both performance- and 
energy-efficient 



Energy Efficiency - 32nm technology

 Most prefetchers will result in less than 5% energy overhead; 

P1 and P4 result in 2% - 5% energy reduction



Energy Consumption Analysis

 E= E static + E dynamic = Pm-static * t + nm * Em

t ↓   E static ↓         vs. nm  ↑  E dynamic ↑



Discussion

 Prefetchers reduce program execution time

 Static power memory consumption is constant

 Static energy (power * memory) thus decreases 

 Prefetchers increase memory activity, thus causing additional 

dynamic energy overhead

 The prefetcher hardware also increases dynamic energy



Energy Consumption Model

90nm

• Dynamic energy dominates

• 14% is energy overhead

• Static energy is 1/3

• Little room for energy saving

32nm

• Static energy dominates

• 6% only comes from dynamic prefetch

• Potential savings with prefetching
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Conditions for Energy Efficiency

Condition: Performance gain (G) must be greater than the 

ratio of energy overhead (Eoverhead) over original energy 

consumption (Eno-pref-static)



Validation of the model

EEI(Energy Efficiency Indicator) = G - E overhead / E no-pref-static

positive EEI:     energy efficient scheme

negative EEI:    energy inefficient scheme 

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6

90 nm -0.1 -0.5 -0.69 0.03 -0.27 -0.31

32 nm 0.03 -0.05 -0.07 0.05 0.00 -0.14



Modeling for Other Considerations

 Cache hierarchy, aggressiveness, predictability

 Degree of prefetching (number of blocks prefetched)

 Prefetching trigger (demand access vs. cache miss)

 Confidence estimation mechanism



Deviation from the Model

P1 P2 P4 P5

H.264 

Decode 7.48% 7.60% 1.82% 4.90%

H.264 

Encode 6.57% 3.09% 3.47% 7.71%

JPEG2000 

Decode 8.98% 4.39% 0.38% -5.70%

JPEG2000 

Encode 6.64% 6.39% -3.27% 4.90%

fludianimate 4.67% -6.19% 2.51% -2.46%

Freqmine -2.22% 7.53% 3.25% 8.56%

XML-DOM 4.39% 3.64% -0.95% 3.98%

XML-SAX -5.06% 0.96% 1.54% 9.48%

|AVG| 5.75% 4.97% 2.15% 5.96%

Note:  Average deviation 4.71 %; never more than  9% 



Prefetching – some observations

 Prefetching can improve the performance of mobile computing 

workloads by 5% on average

 Prefetching no longer causes energy overhead. Instead, it 

brings energy efficiency in <32nm technology

 Our model indicates the conditions for energy efficiency that 

the Performance gain (G) must be greater than the ratio of the 

energy overhead (E overhead) over original energy consumption 

(E no-pref-static)



Next-Generation – how do we get there?

 Simultaneously improving performance and energy

consumption is possible (computation-side & memory-side) 

 Next-gen apps on mobile platforms require all of the above

 Examples:

 SLAM – Constructing or updating the map of environment

 Deep Learning – Model high-level abstractions



SLAM: Simultaneous Localization And Mapping



Deep Learning



SLAM and Deep Learning in Mobile Platforms



Performance Numbers

 High-End SoC

 Quad-core Cortex-A57 processor running at 2 GHz (cost: $50)

 Low-End SoC

 Quad-core Cortex-A53 processor running at 1.2 GHz, (cost: $5)

 Can only support 20 FPS and 9 FPS (<ideal 60FPS)

 Need new architectures

high-end SoC (ms) low-end SoC (ms)

Detection 45 112

Propagation 2 4

Update 48 105

Mapping 15 43

CNN (full model) 3,000 7,500



Problems

1. Instruction sets are not optimized to the applications

 Many instructions needed for a simple task

 30 – 40 % more energy to fetch and decode

2. Memory is a bottleneck



What should they include?

 Specialized FPGA cores for computation side acceleration:

 Feature detection

 Update

 Mapping

 Convolutional Neural Networks

 Architecture techniques for memory-side acceleration:

 Efficient on-chip memories

 Specialized memory routers

 Dataflow design

 Hardware prefetching



Putting it all together



Projections

low-end SoC (ms) next-gen Arch (ms)

detection 112 13

update 105 8

mapping 43 8

CNN (compressed model) 500 48

70 Hz

120 Hz

120 Hz

20 Hz

9 Hz

9 Hz

20 Hz

2 Hz



Conclusions

 New architectures for new applications

 No more “one size fits all”

 Need to adapt to new realities (end of Dennard scaling/ 

Moore’s law)

 Must include:

 Reconfigurable cores with PR capabilities (inefficient to pack all 

accelerators on one chip)

 Efficient on-chip memory management,

 Faster memory routers,

 Dataflow multicast design, and

 Hardware prefetching
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